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Foreign Assistance and Economic Development Revisited' 
J.C. H. Fei 
G. Ranis* 
The importance of foreign aid and its relationship to economic develop­
ment will not be denied by either theoretician or practitionero Ne_vertheless, 
the treatment in the literature on this subject has been far from satisfactory 
to date. In recent years, however, the work of Chenery and his associates, 
culminating in the recent article by Chenery and Strout in this Review [1], has 
promised to deliver "a theoretical framework designed to analyze the process 
of development with external assistance in quantitative terms"ll, P• 680]0 It is the 
purpose of this paper to examine rigorously this framework, and _to evaluate 
,. .
its validity and operational usefulness. 
The essence of the Chenery-Strout (C-S) paper is a proposed method for 
the ~st:i.mation of the foreign aid "needed" by a typical less developed society 
in the course of growth. The two main building blocks of their theory are, 
first, the recognition that foreign aid can be used to fill either a savings 
gap or a foreign e}{change gap; and second, the proposition that the typical 
less developed country (LDC) must move through three distinct consecutive 
stages of gro·wth characterized by a diffarence in the gap-fi~ling function of 
aid, i.e., a skill•limited phase, a savings-limited phase, and a trade-
limited phase.I Furthermore, C-S claim, on the basis of data from 50 countries, 
that this three-stage thesis of growth is supported by the inductive evidence 
available. 
In order to be in a position to evaluate carefully the merits of the 
C-S proposition which has become very popular in one form or another in recent 
years ·we found it necessary to try to distinguish betHeen two basic elerr.ents 
· which are so.:r.ewhat interoingled in the. C-S presentation: the first is their 
~Professors of Economics at Cornell and Yale Universities respectively. 
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formal model structure; the second is their attempt to justify that structure 
with the help of more inform.nl extra-model considerations. In section I we 
shall try to present a precise and straightforward statement of the formal 
model structure in such a way as to bring out the full logical implication 
of that structure. We are then ready, in Section II, to evaluate the C-S 
ideas of the "typical" life cycle of growth. Finally, in Section III, their 
attempt to provide an empirical test of the model is scrutinized. 
I. Hodel Structure 
The C-S model structure consists of the differentiation among different 
growth regimes, the linking of these regimes in a stages theory of growth, and of 
the different adjustrr.ent a:echanl.sms within each regime. 
Growth Re_g.i.!pes. The C-S model is based on the postulation of an aggregate 
national income accounting system formed of eight planning variables, i.e., 
V(GNP), !(Investment), C(Consumption), S(Savin3s), K(Capital Stock), M(Imports), 
E(Exports), and F(Foreign Aid)--bounded by any three of the following four 
independent static accounting equations (1 abcd)2 and one dynamic accounting · 
equation (1 e). 
la) M+V= I+ E + C (equality of supply and demand for total
resources) 
b) V = C + s (disposition of income between consump•
tion and savinis) 
c) M=E+F (sources of import financing) 
d) I= S + F (sources of investment financing) 
e) dK/dt = I (investment as the increment of the
capital stock). 
The beh~vioristic equations employed by C-S are selected from the followin3 
set: (using notation n;, = (dx./dt)/x to denote the rate of ·growth of~): 
2a) Tl I = B _exogenously postulated constant growth rate of
investment (absorptive capacity) 
b) llv = r ,e:wgenously postul.gted constant growth rate of GNP
(target rate of growth) 
c) J) E = E e,rngenously postulated constant growth rate ·of exports
(eY.port growth rate) 
d) .!![ - .ill! ' implying S = ( a 3dt - dt a 0 ~ a' ) V + a i V where a 0 = S /V0 0 0
(marginal saving function) 
e) ~ = .ill!u, implying, M = ( u - u' )Vdt dt + u 'V where u. = M /V 3.0 0 0 0 0
(marginal import function) 
f) K = V k (production·function based on constancy of capita~-
output ratio k). 
Thus there are three eicogenous ly postulated growth rates (B., r 1E ) , two margina 1 
propensities ( to import u I and to save a') and a capital-output ratio (k). 
These six parameters appearing in the behavioristic equations in (2) may be 
summarized as: (B, r, e:, a', u 1 , k). 
A special word of explanation with respect to the meaning of B (in 2a), 
t:i1e only somewhat unconventional pararr.eter in this g_roup, may be helpful. In 
c-s· parameter B reflects a definition of absorptive capacity in terms of "the 
skill formation required of managers, skilled labor and civil servants in order to i 
crease proaucttve investment" [l, p. 68'6~. Thus the 1•1 skil,1"' in' tbe'ii·· std.11-h!.mited 
phase refers specifically to the ability to blueprint and carry out invest-
ment projects. The postulation of a constant growth rate of investment Bin 
(2a) must then be based on the view that the ability to invest is augmented 
through time as the result of a secular learning-by-doing process inherent in 
the act of investment. In other word~ the magnitude ·of B describes the 
rapidity of the learning process. Such a relatively unfamiliar notion would 
have been more convincing had it been supported by so=:~ _positive arguments re-
lated to the theory of learning. 
The Lebavioristj_c assuc:ptions in (2) arc used by C-S in different 







bclou--a.:; three altcrn.:1tive ways to calculate the needed foreign aid flow 
throunh tir.1~. '.i'he three models are then viewed as three _g_rm1th r.~~:i.mes which 




, H3) and constitute the three 
phases of a three-stages _growth thesis. This central thesis of C-S is depicted 







) are marked off by the (dotted) vertical lines as indicated. 
With the aid of this di~gram, the causal. order for the determination of the 
needed volu1:1e of fore~gn aid in each phase can now be briefly and succinctly 
statedo 
C-S refer to N as the filill.)-Limited Ph;:i~.£., for which assumptions 2a,1 
2d, and 2f arc selected to close the system. Given the constant absorptive 
capacity linitat:.on B of assump~ion (2a) (horizontal liri.c throu3h point 11n"_ 
in diagram la) 't·7e can deterr.1ine the time path of investment (diagram lb). This 
gives the time path of the c;:ipitDl stock (by 1 e) .md hence the time path of 
capacity m,;p (by 2f) (diazram lb). With the aid of the saving function of assump­
tiono (2d.), ,., we can then determine the needed foreign i!id through time (line 
FS b in ciiagram lb) as the gap between investment and saving.4 0 
Since, in the Slcill-Limited Phase (N ), the timn path of capacity1 
GNP (V) is d::?termined, the_ grouth rate of GNP (i.e., 11 ·) can be easily cal­
V 
culated as (sec appendix): 
I 
3a) n v = eln·t
0 
+ ¢ where G= K I /D and tti~ I /B0 0 0e 
I 
b) Lim·11 V = 
0 = I /I~€"-1- ~I 0 0t:-:o 





Thus the.~ constant growth rate of investment B leads to the phenomenon of 
"income acceleration" in Phase I whereby the rate of growth of GNP monotonically 
increases from its initial value (I /K) to a long run stationary value equal0 0 
in magnitude to B, the measured absorptive capacity. (See the nV curve in 
~liagram la.) It should be noted that this incorcie acceleration phenomenon is. 
not only interesting in its own right 5 but is absolutely essential for the 
C-S "stages of grcwth thesis 11--as will be demonstrated later. For this reason, 
we feel that the necessary and sufficient condition for income acceleration 
4) I /K < B 
0 0 
should have been explicitly stated by the authors. 
Moving on to M2, the_Snving-Limitecl Phase, assumptions 2b, ,,d, and 
2£ are now expected to hold. 6 Given r, the target growth rate of GNP (assump­
tion 2b), represented by the horizontal line through "r 11 in diagram la, we can 
determine the time path of GNP (diagram lb) as well as the saving path, with 
the aid of the saving function (2d). Based on the constant capital~output 
ratio (assumption 2f), we can then determine the needed capital stock and thus 
the needed investment through time (diagram lb). Foreign aid in 1-1 is then2 
determined as the gap between needed investment and the available domestic 




, the Trade-Linited Phase, assumptions 2b, 2c, and 2e 
are in effect. Once the. time path of G:t.T is deterr:1ined, with the help of 
assumption (2b) i.e., a target growth rate, r, (as in M ), we can, by using2 
assumption 2e, determine the required volume of imports (solid· curve in dii!grarn 
le). With the ti.me path of exports (solid curve· in' diagram le) determined 
oy the e:rngenous ly postulated grc;wth rate (assumption- 2c )·, the foreign 
trade gap is determined as the differer.ce between 'imports and 
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exports. (In diagram le, the trade gap can thus be represented by the verti­
cal distance between the two solid curves.) 
· Thus, for each of the three phases talc.en separately, we can easily 
deduce (see appendi:c) the time path of needed foreign aid: 
Sa) Fs = (F + m eBt)- m lJhere m = ( a - a 1 )V +a' (K - I /B)/k ·(for ~1 )o o o o o l 
F8b) = (kr - ex ')V ert - ( a - a 1)V (fo o o ·or M12 ) 
c) Ft= (u - u') V + u 1 V ert - E eEt (f M)o o o o or 3 
The superscripts in (5) serve to remind us of the fact that .while the needed 
aid is determined in the form of filling a saving-investment gap (F
s
) in l'\ 
and M
2
, it is determined as filling a trade-gap (Ft) in M
3
• 
These equations represent the basic instruments proposed by C-S for 
the purpose of estimatin~ the needed foreisn aid over the entire life cycle 
of growth. In order to prepare ourselves for an examination of this three-
. phased thesis, some pertinent technical matters must first be disposed of: 
1) For each model, separately presented above, there are seven 
equations7 postulated for the eight variables. Thus each model is only partially 
determined. Our discussion of the cc1usal order above shows that imports (H) 
and exports (E) are undetermined in M1 and M2 uhile saving (S), investment (I), 
and consumption (C) are undetermined in M
3
• 
2) 'l\,10 additional conditions are used, in each model, to determine 
the values of the above undetermined variables. For M1 and M2 the values of, 
imports (M) and exports (E) are determined with the aid of th~ import function 
(2e) and the export function (2c). For M3, the values of c, S, and I are 
determined with the aid of the saving function (2d) and the production £unction 




5saving gap, F (= I - S), can be determined for M~o Thus for each model,
;, 
~ gaps Ft and Fs can be defined. This is shown in diaeram lb in ~Jhich the 
Fs -curve and the Ft -curve e:,tend through a 11 three phases. 
3) There thus e~dsts over-determinacy in C-S in each phase since 
~ equations are used to ·:deterr.1ine a system of eidit variables. This over-
.. 
determinacy can be seen directly from the fact that, in each phase, the 
saving gap (Fs) is not the same as the trade gap (Ft)--although th(C!Y cleGrly 
s t _,must always. coincide ex-post. In short a gap (F - F .,, 0) betnecn the two 
gaps exists generally throughout the three phases, as seen from the vertical 
dist~nce between the Fs-curve and Ft-curve•in diagram lb. 
This famous gap between the two gaps of the Chenery School, which c.:in 
be clearly depicted i_n this fashion, is crucially involved in t,10 w~ys. 
_First, it relates directly to the turning points between phases in the three­
phased 6-rcwth thesis. Second, inherent in the notion of over-determinacy ic 
the notion of disequilibrium analysis according to which the g~p Us •· Ft), 
and thus the overdetcrminacy, are eliminated. It is to thase two asp~cts of 
the C-S paper that we shall now turn• 
.Sta~es of Growth Thesis 
The above three independent growth regimes represent the buildinc 
blocks with the aid ·of which the C-S theory of conse-:::utive stages of gro~-Jth 
(M 1, M2
, M ) is to be constructed. It is intuitively obvious tha~; in any such3 
"stages of growth thesis, 11 the crucial matters are ahrnys the turning points 
(marking off two consecutive regimes) and the contrastin<:? :ru1es of l•ehavior 
bet-;,;~en any two regin:es. The exposition in the C-S paper is most unsatisfactory 
in this area in that these crucial -matters are dealt with only infor.r.i.ally, 
leaving the reader- to find his way with the help of a number of hidden 
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assuc;:,tions mixed w:tth casual cmpirici3m~ Thin Incle of definite and explicit 
COII'lnitment m.:kes it next to impossible for us to present more than II •a mm-:imun.II 
likelihood" interp:..·etation of their th:i:'ce-stagcs thesis. 
To begin with, C-S aosume tlu::t the needed foreign aid is at all times 
determined by the Jar!Zer of the U~g_g.:m.2., Le., 
6) F::,U1x (:i/, Ft) for all time. 
In diagrnmmatic terms, the aid needed by a typical aid-receiving 
country over its life cycle is depicted by the time path F sbT 1w in diagram
0 
lbo Together with the equations in (5), a procedure to estimate the aid 
needed emerges w~,ich is based on a staEes-of-growth thesis marked off by two 
turning_ points. Fu:::thermore, C-S also seem to be willing to make certain 
judgments as to the genen1l shape of some of these curves !:!:.1,.1-3 revealing; somewhat 
hesitnntly, their vie,·, on the contraotinG behavior of needed aid_ in each 
phase. 
A typ:i.cal aid-;:eceiving country, according to C-S, usually start's in a 
skill limited phase Cr\) with tlic incc::ie accelerating characteristic 
defined in (4). The ::ate o:: growth of income, riv, will increase and mey 
therefore after sc::ne finite time span exceed the target rate of growth of 
income stipulated fo: the saving-lir.1ited pluise, H
2 e 
The e~::.sten::e of such a point of intersection, Td, between the nv 
curve and the horizon:::.al target gro~vth rate curve in diagram la, in fact 
' 8marks the deme,:c.:::tion be::ween phas'=s l\ and u in the C-S three-stages thesis.2 
It is easy to see from ciiagrar.1 la that th~ relevant imp licit assumption is: 
7) I /K < r < l3 (condition for existence of first tul'ning0 0 
point). 
In other words, the e~senti.21 qualitativ~ _assumption concerning the· existence. 
of the first "turning point" is that the target rate of growth of income in 
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M
2 lies between the rate of absorptive capacity (B) and the initial growth 





Once in the second phase (M2), this typical country will sooner or· 
later move into the third phase (M
3
) at a turning point marked off by the 
point T' in diagram lb. The implication is that a·t this turning point a 
saving-gap-dominated phase of growth (i. e·., F6 > Ft) gives w~y to a trade-
gap-dominate· d phase (.i.e., F5 < Ft) • The implicit assumptions of C-S on 
·which this view of the war ld is based are as follows: 
1) The saving gap (Fs) increases in M
1






·rt can be shown (see Apeendix) that this is ensured by the following condition 
which C-S must have implicitly assumed 
8) r < n < B where Tl K =a' /le (F
5 increases in M
1 
and decreasesK 
in M2 and M3). 
The implicit assumption is that ;;·K must be less than the absorptive capacity 
(B) for F8 to increase in M
1 
and must be greater than the target growth rate 





2) The trade gap (Ft) lies below the saving gap in M1 and exceeds 





3) The trade gap (F)
t 






The fact that the Ft curve is inverse U-shaped is assured by-the 
condition (see Appendix): 
9a) (u' / (E /V ) ) 
0 0 (Ft inverse U-'shaped) 
b) u 1 > E /V ·
0 0 
Thus Ft is inverse U-shaped ~hen and .only when the exogenous export 
...grcwth rate exceeds tthe target growth rate but not by too large a margin (9a). 
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A necessary condition for this to occur is that the country has a low initial 
propensity to export (E /V ) and a high r:1argin.:il propensity to import. (9b). 14 0 0 
The above, in brief_, representr; a rec.:ipitulation of the logical content 
of the two turning points in the C-S three-phased thesis--as well as an ex­
position of certain qualitativ~ aspects of the system in each phase. While 
C-S clearly will not deny that some individuc:l aid-receiving countries may 
deviate from the above pattern--both in respect to the demarcation between the 
phases and in respect to the major qualitative aspects within each phase--it 
is nevertheless t:i;ue that this pattern is to be regarded as "normal" or 
"typical." In evaluating their thesis, one should of course rereember that 
this must be done in terms of their general view of how a "typical" country 
behaves, while we are in full agreement with them that individual cases can be 
expected to stray from that normal pattern. One major weakness of their 
stages of growth thesis is, hmvcver, already apparent, namely, the assumed long 
run stability of all the parameters of their model. It is most unlikely that, 
as the typical country moves through its life cycle, its basic production 
structure uill not chan3e sufficiently to modify at least some, if not all 
these pararr.eters. While the stability of parameters can be taken as an 
appro~imation in short run analysis, we feel that a sta3es of growth thesis 
should not realistically accept this convenience. However, in what follm•}S, 
we 
I
shall disregard this rather basic difect. 
Diseqyj__librium Adiustment Process 
Since we know that the magnitude of the saving gap and of the trade . 
gap-must be the same g ~ (i.e., since, after the fact, foreign aid must 
be able to plug both gaps simultaneously), the existence of a gap between 
the two gaps implies that some M ~ behavoristic assumption is not really 
-11-· 
effective in each phase. 15 The assumed availability of aicl to plug the larger 
of the two gaps led C-S to assume that i~ ~\ and M2 the restrictive nature 
of one or both of the trade assumptions (2c and 2e) may be relaxed, while, 
in M




2, imports may, in fact, be more than what is needed and/or 
exports may be less than cepacity. This~ post adjustment possibility can 
be indicated in diagram le by the dotted curve representing an upward adjust-­
ment of ·the import curve and/or a downward adjustment of the export curve by 
such amounts that the (increased) .£?l_ ~ trade gap at each time wi 11 be 
exactly the same as the saving gap. 
Conversely, in Phase III, because foreign aid is assumed to be adequate 
to plug the larger trade-gap, the domestic savin,; capacity ,-,ill not be fully 
utilized--i.e., some potential sav~ng will, in fact, not be realized. In 
diagram lb, this is shown by an upward shift of the 'fs•curve until it coin• 
cides with the Ft-curve in M
3
--indicatin3 that a smaller part of investment is. 
financed by domestic saving than what would have been the case had foreir;n 
aid been not so liberal. 
I£ the aid giver really is so generous as always to provide the needed 
aid according to the principle of fillin£ the maximum gap (6), aid recipients 
will encounter little difficulty in adjusting via the pleasant route of higher 
imports, lower exports, and lower saving. The situation--which, unfortunately, 
is more likely to occur in the real world--arises when the aid giver is 
willing to donate~ than the maximum gap and hence the aid recipient is 
forced to make the unpleasant ukind of adjustment in the opposite direction. 
c..s do not deal with this more realistic type of adjustn:ent to disequilibrium. 
This, we believe, is a basic weakness of their analysis of the "dernan.d" for 
aid. 
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II. The Gene1·c!l C-S Thesis 
What we have presented above is the formal oart of the stages-of­
g-:cowth thesis presented in the C-S papero Actu.:illy, the validity of thiD 
thesis is based, not so much on the internal lo_gical structure of the model, 
as on their intuitive view of the proceEs of development in long run historical 
perspective. In order to appreciate the formal portion of their thesis it 
is essential to share their general vision which is largely extra model in 
nature. 
c-s believe that a typical aid-recipient country initially finds it­
self limited by its deficiency in the nl:illi:; required to undertake investment 
projects--a deficiency which can only be removed oy education and a secular 
learning-by-doing processo The investrr.ent skill in this initial phase is 
the development bottleneck in the sense that the implied demand for funds 
for investment is smaJ 1. relative to the combination of available domestic 
saving and projected foreign aid. Horeover, the implied needed amount of 
irnports•-in spite of limited e~<port capacity--is even smaller. 
Over time grm·1ing ski 11 levels lead to a continuous· expansion of the 
rate of growth of GNP. However, the expansion, if unchecked, would lead to an 
unreasonably high level of demand for foreign aido The governn:ent then seeks 
to adopt self-disciplinaLy me~sures, symbolized by some given target rate 
of growth of GNP to curb the rate of expansion of the demand for foreign aid. 16 
Simultaneously; do~estic austerity meas~res are ad~pted to ensure that the 
demand for foreign aid sat5_sfies the criterion of self~help (i.e., a' /k > r 
in &) which implies the dmmward movement of needed aid towards an ultimate 
termination date (point q in. diagr2m lb). 
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In spite of such relative domestic au3terity and other 8elf-help 
efforts, the country is once again faced with a pressing demand for foreicn 
aid from another source, this time the inflexibility in the productive 
structure which manifests itself via a country's inability to reduce its 
import demand through import substitution and/or to expand its exports through 
export pr.emotion. This non-flexibility between domestic and foreign resources 
then becomes the effective limiting factor determining the volume of needed 
.foreign aid. The resulting trade gap can be closed in the long run only when 
the potentiality of export expansion (coupled with import substitution) is 
17
larger than the growth target (ioe~, £ ·> r in 9a). · Provided this condition 
is satisfied, the country can be said to move through its life cycle to 
ultimate termination of aid~ 






) can be judged, 
first of all, on the basis of the reasonableness of the above theoretical 
vision. The essential content of any stages of growth thesis (with well­
defined phases of gro,·1th marked off by turning points) must lie in the justi­
fication of the inevitability of the transition from one stage to the ne~t, 
i.e., why do the forces operating in one phase necessarily lead_to the 
dominance of other rules of erowth in a later phase? On closer scrutiny, in 
the present C-S tl)ree stages thesis, the occurrence of two turning points 
appears to be attributable to a host of forccs~-social-political, technological,· 
and economic-~the operation of which conforms to ·a rather peculiar historical 
view of growth: 
(1) The turning point between M and M2 occurs when, threatened with1 
the unwillingness by foreigners to continue to underwrite a rising growth 
rate, the governrr.ent intervenes by the adoption of a reasonable target rate of 
growth to suppress the uninhibited growth rate propelled by the ever-rising 
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ability to invest. This is, at best, a hybrid turning point thesis. It is 
composed in part of social-political arguments of external feasibility with 
respect to the willingness of foreigners to underwrite the cost of rising 
growth rates and in part of the feasibility of an internal consensus on the 
appropriate controlled growth target. It also entails a particular view of 
technical facto::s since the abandonment of investment ability as the dominant 
constraint signifies that the country is sufficiently mature technically to 
be able to absorb all domestic and foreign saving· likely to be made available 
and channel them into efficient investment outlets. 
(2) ':rhe · turning point between M and M occurs when the deficiency2 3 
{n the flexibility of the economy's production structu~e becomes more of a 
bottleneck thnn the deficiency in its saving capacity. The underlying C-S 
vieli7 appeaz-s to be that, in the course of the maturing process, the country 
acquires an nptitude for austerity earlier than an a~titude for the explora­
tion ·of :fo::e:.i.gn marketso 
It is clear that any such three-phased thesis represents a specific 
and relatively inflexible view of the metamorphosis of a less developed country, 
ioeo, that it will acquire first an aptitude for oreanizing and investing, second, 
for austerity, and finally for achieving technological flexibility--in that order. 
The authors, it is true, are careful to point out (in a footnote) that the 
three phases described "can follow each other in any order if we allow the 
structu:.:al parameters to change at random over time., With fh:ed parameters, 
the com.-nonest sequence is from phase I to either phase II or phase III" [l, 
p~ 69_0, fo, 23] ~ But the particular "normal" rritamorphosts presented is built, 
I 
as we have shc~-m, on a string of rather arbitrary assum!)tions which ar~ not 
deduced. frco accepted hypotheses in economics or elsewhere~ The simple 
truth is that the theory of economic transition is still in an embryonic 
-15-
stage. It is probably unsafe to descr:'.be a prn.·ticul.:ir development sequence 
based on aptitudinal change as typical for all..-or even most--underdeveloped. 
countries. 
The injection of a politically based target gro,.Jth rate, .r, ·moreover, 
raises questions of a different natm:e as well. It is not clear whether a 
politically controlled growth target has to be introduced early, late or 
at all in the course of the growth processo It is certainly doubtful that 
such a target, if introduced at all, w5.11 ever be used to suppress invest­
ment ability, as C-S seem to be claimingo Finally, even when a target grot·7th 
rate is announced, there is a basic question as to t·,hcther the typical under­
developed "mixed economy" has tha necescary socio-political machinery to 
implement the planne~ target effectivelyo 
In short, t•ie find the C-S three-ph:rncd gro~vth thesis rather unconvincing 
011 ~ prio~~ grounds. The question ti1en natur,11ly arises as to whether the 
thesis can be tested empiricallyo The C-S paper is certainly imp~esDive in 
terms of its abundance of statisti,:;al ·data and the impi'ession is strongly 
conveyed that such a test has, in fact, been perfor~~d~ Let us now examine 
the nature of this empirical work., 
III$ Empirical Analysis 
Ideally, inductive evidence can be used to support or refute the 
central thesis of any legitim~tely constructed econorr~c mcdel~ As far as the 
three-stages thesis of C-S is· cor.cerned, this means that we should-be able 
to verify its validity by looking at the historical experience--as measured, 
for example, by sufficiently lcng statilltical time series for the variables 
V, I, S, C, M, E, F, K--of SO!n~ underde•;eloped ccuntries which have presumably 
moved through all three phases of the life cycle., C-S did not attempt such an 
historical approach and, we believe, for a very good reason, n<".!mely.t that 
it cannot be done. 
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Because of the shortness of the post World War II foreign a{d ex­
peri.ence, it is probably true that not very many conteir:porary underdeveloped 
countries have, in fact, completed all three stages of the kind of a life 
eye le put fo~•rnrd hereo Pakistan, which· is treuted by C-S as the "mode 1 case" 
throughout their paper, is described as II for the past 8 to 10 years following 
the sequence envisioned in our Phase Io"[l, p. 691]. No.oth~r country is proposed 
by c-s as a typical country which has gone through all three phases in the 
past and for which a historical verification of their thesis is attempted. 
Thus, verification based on the experience of a contemporary underdeveloped 
country is difficult. 
However, we suspect that the th.ree-phases thesis, in its present 
form, is not amenable to historical verification even, say, fifty years from 
now when some country surely will have completed the alleged life cycle. 
This is basically due to the fact that the C-S thesis depicts only a partial 
picture restricted to the demand for foreign aid. The other half of the 
picture, i.e., the S_!WPlv of foreign aid, is completely absent from the frame­
work of the analysiso Historical verification in fact cannot be undertaken 
at any time for the simple reason that the~£~ experience of growth is 
bound to be the product of the interaction of_demand ·and supply conditions. 
To illustrate this, we can imagine that in addition to the saving 
s • t 
gap curve (F -curve) and the trade gap curve (F -curve) in diagram lb there 
exists an F8 -curve.which denotes the supply (or the availability) of foreign 
resources. We can then define an excess of F5 over Fa as an inflationary gap--­
in accordance with Keynesian terminology--and an excess of Ft over Fa as a 
balanee of payrr~nts gapo The actual international transfer mechanism has to 
involve the simultaneous adjustment· of till three curves to eliminate any 
~~ difference among them through changes in the level of employment 
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and the growth rate, the price level, the exchange rate, as well as the 
supply of foreign aido 
It. is evident that unless the demnnd analysis of C-S has also 
accurately anticip~ted supply--which is extremely unlikely except under 
conditions of an unlimited supply of foreign aid•--their framework just 
cannot be used to analyze historical experience in foreign assistance. 
Thus we see that the central three-phases thesis of C-S cannot 
be supported by empirical evidence of the "backward looking" or historical 
variety. The empirical justification, in fact; attempted in the paper 
employs inductive evidence in the relatively more modest task of imple­
menting the C-S model in the econometric sense, i.e., to estimate 'the major 
parameters of the model and to make foreign aid projections on the prior 
assumption that the model is, in fact, descriptive of the real world. In 
this fashion alternative sets of parameter values are first estimated for some fifty 
countries. [1~ Tables A -A ]. Presumably, ·these parameter ·val!ues :Can ti~~n be1 3 
substituted in the follo,~ing "necessary conditions" in order to determine 
whether the "typical" case (depicted in diagram 1) will or will not result: 
f
I/K <.r<o./k Band r<•.e:<-r(u'/(E /V )) (by (7), (3) and (9)).
0 0 ' · 0 0 
If these conditions are satisfied, foreign aid projections can then be· made· 
for the "typical" country--with the help of (5) and (6). 
As a result of implementing the model in this fashion, C-S claim 
to have discovered that the "same phenomenon [i.e., the switching from 
Phase I to II to III] occurs in the projections for ·the majority of developing 
countries. 11 [ 1, p. 695]. It is only in this se·nse that they claim the 
support of inductive evidgnce for their thesis. 
But even with this much more limited statistical implementation 
effort, there are formidable problems to be ·overcome since the parameters 
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which must be estimated cannot, in fact, be identified. C-S assume that 
the time series available for a typical country are produced as a country 
moves through phnse I (io eo, M1) .. is It in then obvious that, for ?\, the 
expo:ct grm~th rate ( E) the initial export ratio E /V , and/or the import1 0 0 
coefficient (u') cannot really be identifiedo . This is due to the fact that, 
according to the C-S disequ~librium adjustment thesis, the observable actual 
imports (represented by the dotted line in diagram le) are greater than 
the needed imports (represented by the solid line in the same diagram)--
and it is the latter which is needed for purposes of identification. 
Similarly it is impossible to estimate the initial export ratio E /V and 
0 0 
the exogenous growth of exports ( E ) , as actual observable e}{ports may be 
less than the value of potential exports which is needed for identification. 
C-S do not face the identification problem openly but seem to have 
made some quite arbitrary assumptions in attempting to get around it. 
Their two main assumptions are hidden in footnote c of table four [1, 694]. Fil-st, 
in the disequilibrium adjustment process.in Phase I, all adjustments are 
assumed to be made by imports. Thus the initial export ratio E /V and 
0 0 
the export growth rate t can be identified. Second, for phase I (i.e., for 
the period 1956-1962 used for estimation purposes), the saving gap is simply 
assumed to e equa ( . Fs Ft,b 1 toteh trade gap loea, = , (In terms of diagram lb, 
the assumption is that the point Ft and Fs on 
0 0 
the vertical axis coincide.) 
This enables them to est-imate the import coefficient (U r ).19 There is no 
justification whatsoever on theoretical grounds for the year picked to be 
precisely such a year--and why this should be true for all the countries 
studied., In other words, for identification purposes, an essential aspect 
of their very thesis--i. e.,. the existence of a gap between the two gaps-­
must be sacrificed~ 
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Thus, while the theoretical part of the C-S thesis is based on 
somewhat indefinite behavioristic assumptions mnrginal to the domain of 
economic theory, the ernp5-rical part of the analysis is saddled with an as yet 
unsolved identification problem. But even if we waive all these problems, 
the fact that a three-phased phenomenon can be produced in the laboratory 
of planners does not mean that the three-stages thesis is supported by 
historical fact. It is, in fact, a non-testable thesis for which no amount 
of historical evidence can ever tell ·whether it is right or wrong! 
The really essential issue of any viable growth promotion policy 
is how to facilitate the various learning processes (learning to save, to 
invest, to export, to engar;e in efficient import substitution) with the 
help of foreign aid, rather than how to calculate foreign aid requirements 
if we know these parameters. We cannot heip but feel that, by overemphasizing 
the materialistic or resources aspect of development, C-S have diverted our 
attention from the really important issues surroundin~ changing behavior 
patterns in the course of economic growth. 
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~ 
1. H. B. Chenery and A. M. Strout, "Foreign Assistance and Economic Develop-
ment," !m• Es..2,u, ~., Sept, 1966, 56, 679-733. 
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Appendix 
For the first model !\ (defined by (1) ancl. (2~clf) ) of the skill­
limited phase, we can deter.mine the time path of capit.::.l I(, a;1d hence V, from 
the time path of investment, by integration•.FormaHy: 
Bt . Ala) I = I e 
o ---------- by 2a 
lb) K = f1.dt = e + <j>eBt____________.._ by (Ala) :!here O a~:d ¢ 
✓ are defined in (3a) in th-~ 
text. 
DtV = K/k = 9/k + (¢/k) e ------·- by (2f)" and (Alb) 
The rate of growth -0£ V (i.e. nv) in (3a), is obtained cli::(?ctly i:rom (Ale). 
By differentiating nv, we have 
A2) ..-.d~V/dt > o if, and only if, G > o i.e., B> I /K
0 0 
which is the condition of income acceleration· of (/;) in :::1e t2.xt. ~-le can 
next calculate the time path of savings from (Ale) .::md (2d) ~s: 
"11• 
A3) S = (a - a')V + a' (9/k + ( <j>/k)c/'L.) ·------. by (,\le) cn<l (2d.)/
0 0 
The savings-gap, Fs, for ir , as listed in (5a) in th~ te:{t, is c2..lc11J.ai:d.1 
as: 
F5A4) = I - S for I in (J\.la) and Sin (AJ). 
To . t e d. ' o 1 o rs we · · · ('"investiga. e th irec t ion f c an3e f , u1L~ -"f • 'eren~i~~e ~~J in the 
text to obtain: 
AS) dF/dt =. (F + m)BeBt > o if, and only if, F +-::: >. o or B>a.'/k
0 0 
which is a part of the condition listed in (3) in the tc;:t. 
For the second model ~t (defined by (1) c1nd 2bdf) of the srt•:ing­2 
limite<l phase, we can calculate V, I, S, e.!lrl F, follmd1:,2 the cr.nsal order 
discussion in the te:..:t. To sur.marize, we !1ave: 
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A6a) v =Vert-------------- by (2b)
0 
· rt
b) I = dl~/dt = d(kV)/dt = krV0 e . ----------- by (2b), (le) (2f) 
c) S = ( a a')V + o'V ert ----------- by (A6a) (2d)
0 0 0 
d) Fs = I - S for I defined in (A6b) and S defined in (A6c). 
sThe last equation (A6d) leads to the savings-zap expression, F , for r.1 
2 
listed in (5b) in the text: Differentiating F5 , we have: 
A7) dF5 /dt < o if, and only if, a'/k> r 
which is the condition of "self help 11 (i.e., declining F5 ). in 1-1.
2 
as listed 
in (8) in the text. 
Finally for the trade-limft·ed phase ~f (defined by (1) and (2bce) ) , 
3 
the time paths of V, E, ~-~ and Ft can be calculated--follm-,ing their causal 
order discussion in the text: 
A8a) V = rtV e 
0 ---------- by (2b) 
b) E = e:tE e 
0 
---------- by (2c) 




+ u' (V ert) 
0 
-------- by (ACa) and (2e) 
cl) Ft = !·t - E for ~: of (A:Jc) and E of (A%) 
tThe last equation leads to the trade gap expression (F) of (Sc) 
in the text. To investiiate the direction of chan2e of Ft, we differentiate 
(5c) to get: 
rt E:tA9a) dF/dt· = u'rV e - E e:e -------- by (Sc)
0 0 
b) For t = o, dF/,dt = u'rV - E E: >o if and only if e: < ru'/(E /V)
0 0 0 0 
00c) For t = dF/dt > o, if and only if r < e:
' 
The last two conditions ensure that Ft is inverse U-shaped--as indicated 
in (9a) in the text. 
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1The skill limited phase repre!lents a more recent addition to the Chenery 
School "two-gap approach". 
2 . 
The fourth can be deduced from the other three. Thus in (1), four indepen~ 
dent accounting equations are postulated for the eight planning variables. The 
reader may be reminded of the fact that four additional behavioristic assump­
tions must be postulated to have a: completely detennined model. 
3 . 
Notice that a is the initial average propensity to save and u is the initial0 0 
average propensity to iraport. 
4The time path of saving is the vertical gap hetneen the investment-curve and 
the aid-curve over time. 
5It testifies to the importance of the constant absorptive capacity assumption 
of C-S since, in the lone run, the rate of growth of incoP.1e (nv) and capital 
(n.. 
i\.
) are all dominated by~ and in fact, equal in magnitude to the absorptive 
c.apacity limit (11 = B).1 
61n diagram 1, thi~ model applies to Phase H •
2 
7The seven equations include four independent accounting equations from (1) 
and three behavioristic equations from (2). 
8[1, p. 687], "Phase I ends in year m when investment reaches a level adequate 
to sustain the target rate of growth". 
9 see reference to "risin3 capital inflow in Phase I" on both pp. 689 and 690 · 
of [ l]. 
10[l, p. 688]. "In Phase II, ••• in order for the rate of capital inflow to de-
cline, the marginal savinc rate must exceed the investment rate kr required by 
our ?,rowth target". This is a part of the condition stated in (8) in the text. 
11 · 
[l, p. 690]. " ••• the trade limit may replace the saving limit as a deterninant 
of the capital inf low in either Phase I or Phase II •.. it is more likely to be 
during Phase II." 
1The skill limited phase repre~ents a more recent addition to the Chenery 
School "two-gap approach". 
2 .
The fourth can be deduced from the other three. Thus in (1), four indepen..; 
dent accounting equations are postulated for the eight plannin~ variables. The 
reader may be reminded of the fact that four additional behavioristic assump­
tions must be postulati?d to have a completely detennined model. 
3Notice that a 
0 
is the initial average propensity to save and u is the initial 
0 
average propensity to import. 
4The tir.ie path of saving is the vertical gap between the investment-curve and 
the aid-curve QYer time~ 
51t testifies to the importance of the constant absorptive capacity assumption 
of C-S since, in the long run, the rate of growth of income (nv) and capj_tal 
(nK) are all dominated by, and in fact, equal in mafnitude to the absorptive 
capacity limit (n = B) •
1 
. 61n diacram 1, this model applies to Phase N •
2 
7The seven equations include four independent accounting equations.from (1) 
and three behavioristic equations from (2). 
8 [1, p. 687), "Phase I ends in year m when investment reaches· a level adequate 
to sustain the target rate of growth". 
See reference9 to "rising capital inflow in Phase I" on both pp. 689 and 690 
of [ l]. 
10 [ 1., p. 688]. "In Phase II, ••• in order for the rate of capital inflow to de-
cline, the marginal savine rate must exceed the investment rate kr required by 
our r,routh target". This is a part of the condition stated in (8) in the text. 
11[1, p. 690). 11 ••• the trade limit may replace the saving limit as a determinant 
of the capital inflow in either Phase I or Phase II ••• it is more likely to be 




" ••• (In Phase I), the risin.g capital inflow does not usually 
require exports to increase as fast as imports" resultine in an increasin3 
trade gap. 
13[1, p. 690]. "Once a target growth in GNP is attained, however, exports must 
rise more rapidly than imports if aid is to be-reduced." 
14If (9b) is not satisfied the trade p,ap increases monotonically. 
15 see our earlier discussion on over-determinacy. 
16 [1, p. ?86]. In fact there is an abrupt curbing of the expansion of the 
economy at the turning point (between 1\ and H )'. This can be visualized in
2 
diagram la in at least two •.'rays. First the increasinc trend of nv in :\ gives 
way to a constant value of nv in H
2 
. (i.e., income acceleration phenomenon 
ceases in M ). Second, the constant rate of investment at th~ value n = n
2 1 
in H is replaced by a lower valuer (i.e., n~_, = r) in lf •
1 2 
17Tbis long run adjustment to·bring about structural flexibility is considered to 
be .a moJificatio•n of the "short run model" which is the basic model of C-S. 
C-S acknowledge the possibility of searchin3 out a "more efficient ~routh path" 
under the asst1mption of "coordinated development policie., and a planned ad­
justment of the trade gap and savinss gap" [l, p. 697] :or the purpose of 
reducing the projected aid requirement. 
He shall limit our discussion to the short .:-un liraited fleJdbility model 
of C-S which they used·to evaluate current performance as well as to make 5-10 
year projections. In our view, the art of foreicn aid projections is not. 
sufficiently advanced to render anythin~ more than 10-years' projections very 
meaningfui. 
18 · · 
He may add that this is, of course, the only le~itimate asstimption--other:lise 
the predictive value of th.eir three-phase-th~sis is lost. 
19For then ~ ante equals ~ post and there is no adjustr.!ent p!:"oblem. 
